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EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS IN TOTALLY UMBILICAL 
SUBMANIFOLDS OF A KAHLERIAN MANIFOLD

Yong Ho Shin and Hai Gon Je

0. Introduction

In the past seventies, Ako口丄 Blair and Ludden([2]- 
W), Yano([21 [3丄[26]-[33]), 0kumura(C4], [17], 
口幻)，Chung[51 Eum⑹，Ki([5〕-[13丄[3口-[33]), Kim 
[11], Pak(E12], [13丄[19]), Kwon[14j, Lim and Choe口5丄 

aM一涵Mx([2(나-[22]), studidcd-a structure induced on a 
hypersurface of an almost contact manifold or a sub
manifold of codimension 2 of an almost complex manifold.
During the last 10 years, in spite of their vigorous efforts》 

the investigation about the submanifold of codimension 
2 of a Kahlerian manifold was not carried out success
fully.

In 1967, OkumuraQ7] proved the following theorem 
A and in 1971, Ki[7] extended the theorem A under 
some conditions.

Theorem A. Let M be a complete, connected 2n-dimen- 
sional totally umbilical submanifold with non-zero mean 
curvature vector /z of a (2n+2)-dimensional Kahlerian 
manifold.
(*) Suppose that for any tangent vector X to M the 

covariant derivatives of the mean curvature vector 卩 点
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护=的g七

g八 being the Riemannian metric on M2n induced from 

that of M2n+2
From the equation (1.2) and (1.4), we have

兀勺了 = 一為"+协护七 

f s=&L UjUi-y,
(1.5) < or 七

= — M or 了：护=加七
、z妇就‘=0护=1—a2,勿*r=o.

Putting j\=投gt, we can easily find that fJt is skew- 
symmetric, that is, M羽admits an (/, 5*, ^-structure.

We denote by 條｝ and Ft the Christoffel symbols for^ 

med with g｝l and the operator covariant differentiation, 

with respect to respectively.

Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are

'財FR+偽］"身-以｛|| 

=hQ+W
(1.6)

r、，
r.D^djD^ ｛사 BfD，= 사"时一1。

where hh and kJt are second fundamental tensors of M2n 
with respect to the normals CK and DK respectively, h/ — 
hJtgil, and lj is the third fundamental tensor.

Differentiating (1.4) covaria효tly along M2n and taking 
account of (1.3) and (1.6). we obtain
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仃/'=一如必 + 知板 l 為시* 知%,

(] 7) }Ui — —hj fj―기
卩 人為—Im

\ 財=丸"一

The mean curvature vector field Hn of {诺2位十지 is defined 
by H”=aC*+阻尸，

where a—^—h*, 0=%!—知'.

The mean curvature of M2n in M2n^2 is the magnitude 
of the mean curvature vector field, that is,

“=*+02,

If the second fundamental tensors of M2n are h}i~-ag}l 
kj,=£gjf, then M2n is said to be totally umbilical [17].

E. Equivalent conditions in totally umbilical 
submanifolds.

In this section we assume that M2n is totally umbilical

submanifold of M2"+2. Then we have from (1.7)
\Jy 
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卩J i =—。幻叫十泌孩"一8幻1护+0时儿 

卩 }ut =af j. —邙 gn + '시
叩'=仞3+人。时-成“

V H=gz£j—az，” 
respectively.

First of all we prove

Lemma 2.1. Let M2n be a 2n~dimensional totally um
bilical submanifold of a (^n-^^-dimensional Kahlertan 
manifold.
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Then the following conditions are equivalent to each 
others

(1) The covariant derivative of the mean curvature 
vector

FjHk 诒 tangent to M2n.

(2) 卩国【=阳小。用=—a必，

(3) The equations of Codazzi are

I - -------------------- --  Ijkki
' F ikJt —jkki =1一

(4) 卩讦負=一(*+02)2gkJ.

Pitoot. (l)um(2) seeL17j.

(2)=>(3)： Since M2n is a totally umbilical submanifold 
of Afw+2, we easily have

叫如一心如=(皿欠)曲一(卩广)幻,=(阪据3 - (阳)国 

—^kk]t 一l]kkl
F ikji—卩 jkkt =(F —(P M)g爲=(一— (一al

=1血队一1〕아心 
with the aid of (2).
(2)u(3)： Transvecting gji to the equation of Codazzi, 

we find the equations in (2).
(2)=)(4)： Differentiating (2.4) covariantly along M2n, 

and using (2,2), (2.4), we obtain
(2.5) J지7刀 = 一免2+02)2协厂卜(卩用+勿为)旳一(卩*—伊了)〃八

If the equations in (2) hold on whole M2n, from(2.5) 
we obtain

7j0人=—（泌+成）人幻了.
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(2)习(4)： If = _(a2+£2：以g當 holds in
we also have from (2.5)

(2・ 6) (山 0+a/Q彼丿—(J7 icl一0，QzJj=O

To begin with, let us consider the following two 
cases.

(Case I) If there is some open set in 伽|只히(0) =
1}, then zr=0=。holds on the open set because of 1—” 
=0.

Differentiating these covariantly and using (2.2) and 
(2- 3), we find

◎J将一，戶/丄+』ag"=0
Since f3l and g” are skew-symmetric and symmetric 

with respect to j and i respectively, we easily verify 
that a=j8=0.

Hence the equations in (2) hold on the open set.

(Case K) If 1—, on an any open set {P^M2n | 
人2(0)兑 1}, then transvecting (2.6) with and 少 respec— 
tively yields

『用+o么=0, Bia-•阳=0.(0 E. D.)
According to the equations in ⑵，the mean curvature 

vector p is constant.
Now, let us consider this result case by case
(i) "=a하+02=o implies 如=九“=0.
(ii)峥0 implies "7次=一(*+陟以幻”

where we have used (2.4).
Summarizing the above results (i), (ii) and Obata's 

theoremC16J, we obtain.

Theorem 2.2- Let M2n be a ocomplete cnnected totally 
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umbilical submanifold of codimension 2 of Kahelridn 
manifold M2n+2.

If one of the conditions in Lemma 2.1 holds on M2n, 
then M2n is a to'ally geodesic submanifold or a sphere 
S2K.

亚.Submanifold of codimension 2 with normal 
(/, g, u, v, 2)-structure.

We now define a tensor field N of type (lt2) as follows：

("4—",)酒+ (PS 一/泌)"七

where is the Nijenhuis tensor [26] formed with
fjh defined by

ifih—fit 广—(〃人兀pWth
The (九幻處，”，2)-structure is said to be normal ([27]- 

[33]) if NJ{h vanishes identically.
In this section, we assume that the totally umbilical 

submanifold M2n with (/, g, u, v, -structure is normal. 
Then we have

(3.1) (L。t—Zj人')"* — (I jit i — =0
because of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3).

Applying (3.1) with uh and 护 successively, we obtain
<3.2) 侦 iT2)2=o

with the aid of (1.5).
If there is some open set in {PeA/2M)A2(P) =1}, then 

we can easily verify that

〃夕/ =—愆2+02)，2招

"because of (2.5) and (1.5).
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And if l — 22^0 a. e., then (3.2) gives 4=0.
Now, differentiating (2.2) covariantly, we obtain

卩頁卩乂么—卩k卩J柘=2(、卩ha)fn+2a(、一 agk&如十agxz饥
一脂成i+脂奶)

because of (2.1) and the fact Zj=O, from which, using 
Ricci identity,

(3. 3) 成 N) + (〃据)兀& + (p 0) J當=0・

Transvecting (3.3) with /;i, we find.
<3.4) (F*a) (n~l+22) — j乙 a+ (uJFja)u&+ (z”/7*)zz=0.
If we transvect uk and vk to this respectively, and make 
use of (1.5), it means

(3.5) 必叫 a=0,护I乙 a=0
provided that dimAf2w>2.

Substituting (3.5) into (3.4), we see that a=constant.
Similarly, we can verify that 0=constant from (2.3).

Therefore, taking account of (2- 5), a=constant, 0= 
•constant and Z7=0, we have

Vd源=一(#+02)人g虹.

Combining theorem 2.2 and the above result, we conclude

Theorem 3- L Let M2n be a complete connected totally 
umbilical submanifold of codimension 2 of a Kahlerian

manifold M2n+2.
If the inducedg, u, vt l)-structure is normal and dim 

JVf2W>2, then M2n is the same type of Theorem 2.2.
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IV. Submanifold of codimension 2 in a locally 
Fubinian manifold

In this section, we consider a submanifold M2n in a 
locally Fubinian manifold, that is, a Kahlerian manifold 
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. Then its 
curvature tensor is given by

(4.1) Rg=K(G"(구知lG“G心+」E\ FPx——2FvttF2t 

where K is constant (see[&L 口7]).
Substituting (4・ 1) into the equations of Gauss. Coda- 

zzi and Ricci,

R 이睥 广BfB：=R」h 나厂顷#小+奶而&-가础加广샤

女개財디-卩而[一牝如+,晶, 
如眼上=以如一 E當一〃队， 

艮，心BJBKXD。=0匕一 I乙儿+知而'一如版'，

we have respectively

(4.2) K^gkhgjt—gjhgki'V fkhffjhfki~2fkjfth)
~Rkjik 一hkhh}l-\-hjkhki 一kkhkjt-\~kjkkkit

(4 3) I卩血i一r]hki—lkk3l~[~ljkki^Kf.Ukfkx~2Uifkj) ,
I F*^/i 一卩*队 + lJ?‘让—Ijhki — K(Vkfji —^jfki一

(4.4) 们烏 — 卩払+hk tkj — 如 "=K(n給 一*니‘k—2^f a/) -

Throughout this section, we assume the submanifold 
M2n is &g心 Then the first equation in (4.3) can be 
transformed into
(4. 5)(卩%a-0/&)g；L(P)a—创 j)gj\=K(z/J；L*/H—2彼J云)

Transvecting (4.5) and using (1.5) yields
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(4.6) .------- . 乙 a―&IQ = 一3 人 Kz»
Substituting (4.6) into (4.5)X(2^-1). we easily have

(4.7) 一以 饥切= (2〃—l)K(的彼/〃).

Transvecting (4.7) with uk and using (1.5) gives

3 가=  ------ (1 — 人 2) J*" — "j(—而D - 2纶(—加了)}・

Again, transvecting to the above equation, we 
also obtain

3；成(1—港)2=3(小_1)孩(12)%

If 人(1—人2)¥0 a. e., we have K— (2n~l)K9 which means
K~0t if 鶴〉1.

Furthermore we have from (4.6)

(4.8) "【=阳卜

On the other hand, from the second equation of (4.3)* 
we get
(4. 9) (卩用+시^如一 (卩‘ j8+a/j)g”=K(Z7 J h—Q Jrl2叭 f G >
where we have used h3i—agn and 庵,=£g小

Transvecting g” to (4.9), we also obtain
(4. 10) (2々 —1)(I財+M)=3；成阳&.

Substituting (4.10) into (4.9) X (2^—1) yields
(4.11) ⑶氏j)g\—⑶ K“j)鄭=(以一 l)K(0/"

—ki—2〃 JLj)・
Transvecting vk to (4.11), we easily have

—3^Ku jVt — (2^—1)K{(1—人2)了丄一〃了(Z 阳)一 2以(2旳)}.

And also, transvecting uJ with the above equation 
gives

一以(12)险,=—3(2〃一L：以(I—")所,

where we have used (1.5)-
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Now, if ^(1 —^2)#0 a.e, then K=Q.
This means

(4.12) 卩

To begin with, let us consider the following two cases.

(Case I) If there is some open set in {£匕4贅씨；l(P)=o}, 

we obtain from (4.6) and (4.10)

〃*“=J7*(a2 十 ©2)=2(a°”너-=2( 이丸*一이8ZQ =0.
This means that fjt—a2+fi2 is constant.

(CaseH) If 2^=0 a.e, on any open set {P^M2\nl(P) 
*0},

then we also think the following two cases (A) and 
(B), that is,

(A) if 1—人2*0 a. e., on the open set, from (3.8) and
(3.12) we obtain that is constant,

，、(B) if there is some open set in {P^M2n\(1 ~X2) (P) =0}, 
then u,=Vi=Q. Hence we deduce (4.8) and (4.12) 
from (4.6) and (4.10). By using the same method, we 
know that is constant on M2n. Hence, by mak
ing use of theorem 2.2, we have

Theorem 4.L Let M2n be a complete connected totally 
umbilical submanifold of codimension 2 in a locally Fu~ 
binian manifold M2W+2. If dim M2ny2,then the submani
fold M2n is a totally geodesic or a sphere S2n.
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